
A  while B  nor C  if D  or

Q1

A  if B  but C  or D  nor

Q2

A  if B  so C  since D  or

Q3

A  but B  and C  since D  nor

Q4

A  since B  but C  nor D  if

Q5

A  but B  and C  if D  or

Q6

A  but B  and C  or D  if

Q7

A  if B  since C  or D  but

Q8

A  so B  if C  and D  or

Q9

A  if B  or C  nor D  so

Q10

Various Conjunctions (2)

Please choose the most appropriate answer for each sentence.

Martha called me ..... I was watching my favorite TV program.

We looked at three houses. The last one was very expensive, ..... we bought it anyway. I liked it the best.

Do you want tea ..... coffee?

I like San Francisco ..... Santa Rosa.

Neither the students ..... the teachers were happy about the new school program.

Both Kim ..... Leslie were happy about the new car.

Not only did the boss fire Scott, the best employee, ..... he also sacked the entire department.

Do you prefer travelling by bus ..... by train?

You can come with me ..... you promise to behave yourself while I shop.

I hate shopping, ..... I told my wife to go to the store alone.
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ANSWERS: Various Conjunctions (2)

Martha called me ..... I was watching my favorite TV program.

A  while

We looked at three houses. The last one was very expensive, ..... we bought it anyway. I liked it the best.

B  but

Do you want tea ..... coffee?

D  or

I like San Francisco ..... Santa Rosa.

B  and

Neither the students ..... the teachers were happy about the new school program.

C  nor

Both Kim ..... Leslie were happy about the new car.

B  and

Not only did the boss fire Scott, the best employee, ..... he also sacked the entire department.

A  but

Do you prefer travelling by bus ..... by train?

C  or

You can come with me ..... you promise to behave yourself while I shop.

B  if

I hate shopping, ..... I told my wife to go to the store alone.

D  so
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